Introduction
In [Art] Artin first introduced the definition of rational surface singularity. He classified all rational surface singularities embeddable in C 3 . These are precisely those Du Val Singularities in C 3 defined by one of the following polynomial equations:
A n : x 2 + y 2 + z n+1 , for n ≥ 1 D n : x 2 + y 2 z + z n−1 , for n ≥ 4 E 6 : x 2 + y 3 + z 4 E 7 : x 2 + y 3 + yz 3 E 8 :
It is well known that any canonical singularity (i.e. singularity that occurs in a canonical model of a surface of general type) is analytically isomorphic to one of the rational double points listed above.
In [Bu] Burns defined higher dimensional rational singularity as follows. Let (V, p) be a ndimensional isolated singularity. Let π : M → V be a resolution of singularity. p is said be a rational singularity if R i π * O M = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. In [Ya4], Yau shows for Gorenstein singularities that it is sufficient to require R n−1 π * O M = 0. He [Ya2] proves that
where Ω n is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic n-forms and
is the space of holomorphic n forms on V − {p} which are L 2 -integrable. The geometric genus p g of the singularity (V, p) is defined to be
It turns out that p g is an important invariant of (V, p).
In [Ya-Yu] , we give algebraic classification of rational CR structures on the topological 5-sphere with transversal holomorphic S 1 -action in C 4 . Here, algebraic classification of compact strongly pseudoconvex CR manifolds X means classification up to algebraic equivalence, i.e. roughly up to isomorphism of the normalization of the complex analytic variety V which has X as boundary. The problem is intimately related to the study of 3-dimensional isolated rational weighted homogeneous hypersurface singularities with link homeomorphic to S 5 . For this, we need the classification of 3-dimensional isolated rational hypersurface singularities with a C * -action. This list is only available at the homepage of one of us. Since there is a desire for a complete list of this classification (cf.
Theorem 3.3), we decide to publish it for the convenience of readers.
The idea of our proof is very easy. If h(z 0 , z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ) is a weighted homogeneous polynomial in C 4 and V = {z ∈ C 4 : h(z) = 0} has an isolated singularity at the origin, then Kouchnirenko [Ko] and Orlik-Randell [Or-Ra] observed that V can be deformed into one of the nineteen classes of weighted homogeneous singularities listed in §2 while keeping the differential structure of the link K V := S 7 ∩ V constant. We prove that the above deformation is actually a deformation that preserves weights and embedded topological type without changing weights. By a theorem of MerleTeissier [Me-Te] , the geometric genus p g of the singularity can be expressed in terms of its weights.
The MAPLE program [Ch] helps us to finish the classification. In fact if we use the similar method as above, we can also classify the weighted homogenous rational surface singularities embeddable in C 3 , which are exactly A n , D n , E 6 , E 7 , and E 8 singularities described above.
In §2, we shall give a classification (up to deformation which preserves weights) of weighted homogeneous polynomials of 4 variables with isolated singularity at the origin. This list was obtained first by Kouchnirenko [Ko] and Orlik-Randell [Or-Ra] (see also [Ka] ) independently. In §3, we classify all 3-dimensional isolated rational hypersurface singularities with C * -action.
Classification of weighted homogeneous polynomials in four variables with isolated singularity at the origin
Orlik and Wagreich [Or-Wa] and Arnold [Ar] showed that if h(z 0 , z 1 , z 2 ) is a weighted homogeneous polynomial in C 3 and V = {z ∈ C 3 : h(z) = 0} has an isolated singularity at the origin, then V can be deformed into one of the following seven classes of weighted homogeneous singularities while keeping the differential structure of the link
) be the weight type and µ be the Milnor number.
Recall that two isolated hypersurface singularities (V, 0), (W, 0) in C n+1 are said to have the same topological type if (C n+1 , V, 0) is homeomorphic to (C n+1 , W, 0) (cf. [Ya1] ).
In , we prove that the above deformation is actually a topological type constant deformation without changing weights. Therefore any weighted homogeneous singularity has the same topological type of one of the seven classes above.
If h(z 0 , z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ) is a weighted homogeneous polynomial in C 4 and V = {z ∈ C 4 : h(z) = 0}
has an isolated singularity at the origin, then Kouchnirenko [Ko] and Orlik and Randell [Or-Ra] observed that V can be deformed into one of the following nineteen classes of weighted homogeneous singularities below while keeping the differential structure of the link K V := S 7 ∩ V constant (the meaning of the linear forms α in the list will be explained later). Let w i = wt(z i ) and µ be the Milnor number.
Type VI {z
= α(x, y, z, w), 
= α(x, y, z, w),
c(ab−1) = 1 and
d(ab−1) = 1 and
.
is one of the 19 classes above with only isolated singularity at 0 and f and g have no monomial in common. In this case let
Proof. If none of the monomials in {z
This contradicts the fact that h has an isolated singularity at 0. Therefore, one of the monomials in {z
Similarly one of the monomials in each of the following sets appears in h :
3 }. Taking a monomial from each of the 4 sets above, we get 256 polynomials. One can check that these 256 polynomials are equivalent to one of the 19 classes above up to permutation of coordinates. Notice that in Type VIII, for example, the monomial z p 2 z q 3 is added to make sure that f has an isolated singularity at 0. Obviously if h is weighted homogeneous of type (w 0 , w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ), then so are f and g.
The proof of Theorem 3.1.4 in [Or-Wa] shows that K f is equivariantly diffeomorphic to K h .
Q.E.D.
We shall use the theory developed in and to show that (V f , 0) and (V h , 0) have the same embedded topological type.
Definition. Given a real manifold B of dimension m, and a family {(M t , N t ) : t ∈ B t , N t is a closed submanifold of a compact differentiable manifold M t }, we say that (M t , N t ) depends C ∞ on t and that {(M t , N t ) : t ∈ B} is a C ∞ family of compact manifolds with submanifolds, if there is a
is also a C ∞ map from N onto B satisfying the following conditions
(ii) The rank of the Jacobian of w (respectively w) is equal to m at every point of M (respectively N ).
Now we fix weights (w 0 , . . . , w n ) with w i ≥ 2. Suppose that there is a weighted homogeneous polynomial f (z 0 , . . . , z n ) with the weights (w 0 , . . . , w n ) such that f has an isolated singularity at the origin. Let ∆ be the intersection of the plane n i=0 xi wi = 1 with the first quadrant of R n+1 . Let The proof of the previous theorem as well as the following theorem is the same as those of Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.5 in respectively. Theorem 2.4. Suppose that f (z 0 , . . . , z n ) and g(z 0 , . . . , z n ) are weighted homogeneous polynomials with the same weights (w 0 , w 1 , . . . , w n ). If the variety V of f and the variety W of g have an isolated singularity at the origin, then (C n+1 , V, 0) is homeomorphically equivalent to (C n+1 , W, 0).
is a weighted homogeneous polynomial with weights (w 0 , w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ) and the variety h −1 (0) has an isolated singularity at the origin. Then h = f + g where f and g have no monomials in common, f is one of the nineteen classes above and f and g are weighted homogeneous of type (w 0 , w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ).
Moreover h −1 (0) and f −1 (0) have the same embedded topological type.
3. 3-dimensional isolated rational hypersurface singularities with C * -action Definition 3.1. Let (V, 0) be an n-dimensional variety with isolated singularity at 0. The geometric genus p g (V, 0) of the singularity is defined to be dim H n−1 (M, O) where M is a resolution of the singularity (V, 0). (V, 0) is called a rational singularity if p g (V, 0) = 0.
and q i > 0 for all i. Then V is algebraic and the ideal of polynomials in C[z 0 , . . . , z n ] vanishing on V is generated by weighted homogeneous polynomials.
Let f (z 0 , . . . , z n ) be a germ of an analytic function at the origin such that f (0) = 0. Suppose that f has an isolated critical point at the origin. f can be developed in a convergent Taylor series 
(2) (a, b) = (2, r), {c, d} = {2, s}, r ≥ 3, s ≥ r.
(3) (a, b) = (2, s), {c, d} = {2, r}, r ≥ 2, s ≥ r + 1.
(4) (a, b) = (r, s), {c, d} = {2, 2}, where (r, s) = (3, s), s ≥ 3, or = = (4, s), s ≥ 4, or = = (5, u 0 ), u 0 ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 19}, or = = (6, u 1 ), u 1 ∈ {6, 7, . . . , 11}, or = = (7, u 2 ), u 2 ∈ {7, 8, 9}.
2.
(1) (a, b) = (2, 3), {c, d} = {r, s}, where (r, s) = (3, s), s ≥ 3, or = = (4, s), s ≥ 4, or = = (5, s), s ≥ 5, or = = (6, s), s ≥ 6, or = = (7, u 3 ), u 3 ∈ {7, 8, . . . , 35}, or = = (8, u 4 ), u 4 ∈ {8, 9, . . . , 20}, or = = (9, u 5 ), u 5 ∈ {9, 10, . . . , 15}, or = = (10, u 6 ), u 6 ∈ {10, 11, 12, 13}, or = = (11, 11).
(2) (a, b) = (2, r), {c, d} = {3, s}, where (r, s) = (4, s), s ≥ 4, or = = (5, s), s ≥ 5, or = = (6, s), s ≥ 6, or = = (7, u 7 ), u 7 ∈ {7, 8, . . . , 27}, or = = (8, u 8 ), u 8 ∈ {8, 9, . . . , 15}, or = = (9, u 9 ), u 9 ∈ {9, 10, 11}.
(3) (a, b) = (2, s), {c, d} = {3, r}, where (s, r) = (s, 3), s ≥ 4, or = = (s, 4), s ≥ 5, or = = (u 10 , 5), u 10 ∈ {6, 7, . . . , 29}, or = = (u 11 , 6), u 11 ∈ {7, 8, . . . , 17}, or = = (u 12 , 7), u 12 ∈ {8, 9, . . . , 13}, or = = (u 13 , 8), u 13 ∈ {9, 10, 11}, or = = (10, 9).
(4) (a, b) = (3, r), {c, d} = {2, s}, where (r, s) = (3, s), s ≥ 3, or = = (4, s), s ≥ 4, or = = (5, s), s ≥ 5, or = = (6, s), s ≥ 6, or = = (7, u 14 ), u 14 ∈ {7, 8, . . . , 20}, or = = (8, u 15 ), u 15 ∈ {8, 9, 10, 11}. 3.
(1) (a, b) = (2, 4), {c, d} = {r, s}, where (r, s) = (4, s), s ≥ 4, or = = (5, u 22 ), u 22 ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 15}, or = = (6, u 23 ), u 23 ∈ {6, 7, 8, 9}, or = = (7, 7).
(2) (a, b) = (2, r), {c, d} = {4, s}, where (r, s) = (5, u 24 ), u 24 ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 14}, or = = (6, u 25 ), u 25 ∈ {6, 7, 8}.
(3) (a, b) = (2, s), {c, d} = {4, r}, where (s, r) = (u 26 , 4), u 26 ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 15}, or = = (u 27 , 5), u 27 ∈ {6, 7, 8, 9}, or = = (7, 6).
(4) (a, b) = (4, r), {c, d} = {2, s}, where (r, s) = (4, s), s ≥ 4, or = = (5, u 28 ), u 28 ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 9}.
(5) (a, b) = (4, s), {c, d} = {2, r}, where (s, r) = (u 29 , 4), u 29 ∈ {5, 6, 7}, or = = (6, 5).
(6) (a, b) = (5, 5), {c, d} = {2, 4}.
4.
(1) (a, b) = (2, 5), {c, d} = {r, s}, where (r, s) = (5, u 30 ), u 30 ∈ {5, 6, 7}, or = = (6, 6).
(2) (a, b) = (2, u 31 ), u 31 ∈ {6, 7}, {c, d} = {5, 5}.
5.
(1) (a, b) = (3, 3), {c, d} = {r, s}, where (r, s) = (3, s), s ≥ 3, or = = (4, u 32 ), u 32 ∈ {4, 5, . . . , 8}, or = = (5, 5).
(2) (a, b) = (3, 4), {c, d} = {3, u 33 }, u 33 ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7}.
(3) (a, b) = (3, s), {c, d} = {3, r}, where (s, r) = (u 34 , 3), u 34 ∈ {4, 5, . . . , 8}, or = = (5, 4).
(4) (a, b) = (4, u 35 ), u 35 ∈ {4, 5}, {c, d} = {3, 3}.
6. (a, b) = (3, 4), {c, d} = {4, 4}.
, where (r, s) = (3, s), s ≥ 3, or = = (4, u 1 ), u 1 ∈ {4, 5, . . . , 11}, or = = (5, u 2 ), u 2 ∈ {5, 6, 7}.
(1) (a, b) = (2, 3), (c, d) = (r, s)
, where (r, s) = (3, s), s ≥ 3, or = = (4, s), s ≥ 3, or = = (5, s), s ≥ 5, or = = (6, s), s ≥ 6, or = = (7, u 3 ), u 3 ∈ {7, 8, . . . , 30}, or = = (8, u 4 ), u 4 ∈ {8, 9, . . . , 18}, or = = (9, u 5 ), u 5 ∈ {9, 10, . . . , 14}, or = = (10, u 6 ), u 6 ∈ {10, 11, 12}.
(2) (a, b) = (2, r), (c, d) = (3, s), where (r, s) = (4, s), s ≥ 4, or = = (5, s), s ≥ 5, or = = (6, s), s ≥ 6, or = = (7, u 7 ), u 7 ∈ {7, 8, . . . , 18}, or = = (8, u 8 ), u 8 ∈ {8, 9, 10}.
(3) (a, b) = (2, s), (c, d) = (3, r), where (s, r) = (s, 3), s ≥ 4, or = = (u 9 , 4), u 9 ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 21}, or = = (u 10 , 5), u 10 ∈ {6, 7, . . . , 13}, or = = (u 11 , 6), u 11 ∈ {7, 8, . . . , 11}, or = = (u 12 , 6), u 12 ∈ {8, 9}, or = = (9, 8) . (3) (a, b) = (3, u 27 ), u 27 ∈ {4, 5}, (c, d) = (3, 3).
(1) {a, b} = {2, 2}, {c, d} = {r, s}, where (r, s) = (2, s), s ≥ 2, or = = (3, s), s ≥ 3, or = = (4, s), s ≥ 4, or = = (5, u 1 ), u 1 ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 15}, or = = (6, u 2 ), u 2 ∈ {6, 7, 8, 9}, or = = (7, 7).
(2) {a, b} = {2, r}, {c, d} = {2, s}, r ≥ 3, s ≥ r.
3.
(1) {a, b} = {2, 3}, {c, d} = {r, s}, where (r, s) = (3, s), s ≥ 3, or = = (4, u 5 ), u 5 ∈ {4, 5, . . . , 8}, or = = (5, 5) .
(2) {a, b} = {2, r}, {c, d} = {3, s}, where (r, s) = (4, u 6 ), u 6 ∈ {4, 5, . . . , 15}, or = = (5, u 7 ), u 7 ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 9}, or = = (6, u 8 ) u 8 ∈ {6, 7}.
(3) {a, b} = {2, s}, {c, d} = {3, r}, where (s, r) = (s, 3), s ≥ 4, or = = (s, 4), s ≥ 5, or = = (u 9 , 5), u 9 ∈ {6, 7, . . . , 14}, or = = (u 10 , 6), u 10 ∈ {7, 8}.
(2) {a, b} = {2, u 17 }, u 17 ∈ {5, 6, 7}, {c, d} = {4, 4}.
(1) (a, b) = (2, 2), {c, d} = {r, s}, where (r, s) = (2, s), s ≥ 2, or = = (3, s), s ≥ 3, or = = (4, u 1 ),
(4) (a, b) = (r, s), {c, d} = {2, 2}, where (r, s) = (3, s), s ≥ 3, or = = (4, s), s ≥ 4, or = = (5, u 2 ), u 2 ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 12}, or = = (6, u 3 ), u 3 ∈ {6, 7, 8}.
(1) (a, b) = (2, 3), {c, d} = {r, s}, where (r, s) = (3, u 4 ), u 4 ∈ {3, 4 . . . , 9}, or = = (4, 4).
(2) (a, b) = (2, r), {c, d} = {3, s}, where (r, s) = (4, u 5 ), u 5 ∈ {4, 5, 6}, or = = (5, 5) .
(3) (a, b) = (2, s), {c, d} = {3, r}, where (s, r) = (s, 3), s ≥ 4, or = = (s, 4), s ≥ 5, or = = (u 6 , 5),
(4) (a, b) = (3, r), {c, d} = {2, s}, where (s, r) = (3, s), s ≥ 3, or = = (4, u 7 ), u 7 ∈ {4, 5, . . . , 10}, or = = (5, u 8 ), u 8 ∈ {5, 6}.
(5) (a, b) = (3, s), {c, d} = {2, r}, where (s, r) = (s, 3), s ≥ 4, or = = (u 9 , 4), u 9 ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 10}, or = = (6, 5).
(6) (a, b) = (4, u 10 ), u 10 ∈ {4, 5, 6}, {c, d} = {2, 3}.
(2) (a, c) = (2, r), {b, d} = {2, s}, r ≥ 3, s ≥ r.
(3) (a, c) = (r, 2), {b, d} = {2, s}, where (r, s) = (3, s), s ≥ 3, or = = (4, s), s ≥ 4, or = = (5, u 1 ), u 1 ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 14}, or = = (6, u 2 ), u 2 ∈ {6, 7, 8}.
(4) (a, c) = (2, s), {b, d} = {2, r}, r ≥ 2, s ≥ r + 1.
(5) (a, c) = (s, 2), {b, d} = {2, r}, where (s, r) = (s, 2), s ≥ 3, or = = (s, 3), s ≥ 4, or = = (u 3 , 4), u 3 ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 15}, or = = (u 4 , 5), u 4 ∈ {6, 7, 8, 9}, or = = (7, 6).
(6) (a, c) = {r, s}, {b, d} = {2, 2}, r ≥ 3, s ≥ r.
(1) (a, c) = (2, 3), {b, d} = {r, s}, where (r, s) = (3, s), s ≥ 3, or = = (4, s), s ≥ 4, or = = (5, u 5 ), u 5 ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 21}, or = = (6, u 6 ), u 6 ∈ {6, 7, . . . , 12}, or = = (7, u 7 ), u 7 ∈ {7, 8, 9}, or = = (8, 8).
(2) (a, c) = (3, 2), {b, d} = {r, s}, where (r, s) = (3, s), s ≥ 3, or = = (4, u 8 ), u 8 ∈ {4, 5, . . . , 14}, or = = (5, u 9 ), u 9 ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8}, or = = (6, 6).
(3) (a, c) = (2, r), {b, d} = {3, s}, where (r, s) = (4, s), s ≥ 4, or = = (5, u 10 ), u 10 ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 25}, or = = (6, u 11 ), u 11 ∈ {6, 7, . . . , 15}, or = = (7, u 12 ), u 12 ∈ {7, 8, . . . , 12}, or = = (8, u 13 ), u 13 ∈ {8, 9, 10}, or = = (9, 9).
(4) (a, c) = (r, 2), {b, d} = {3, s}, where (r, s) = (4, u 14 ), u 14 ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7}. (2) (a, c) = (4, 2), {b, d} = {4, 4}.
(3) (a, c) = (2, r), {b, d} = {4, s}, where (r, s) = (5, u 33 ), u 33 ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8}, or = = (6, 6).
(4) (a, c) = (2, s), {b, d} = {4, r}, where (s, r) = (s, 4), s ≥ 5, or = = (u 34 , 5), u 34 ∈ {6, 7, . . . , 11}, or = = (7, 6).
(5) (a, c) = (4, r), {b, d} = {2, s}, where (r, s) = (4, u 35 ), u 35 ∈ {4, 5, 6}, or = = (5, 5) .
(6) (a, c) = (4, s), {b, d} = {2, r}, where (s, r) = (s, 4), s ≥ 5, or = = (u 36 , 5), u 36 ∈ {6, 7}.
(7) (a, c) = (s, 4), {b, d} = {2, r}, where (s, r) = (u 37 , 4), u 37 ∈ {5, 6}.
(8) (a, c) = (r, s), {b, d} = {2, 4}, where (r, s) = (5, u 38 ), u 38 ∈ {5, 6, 7}.
(1) (a, c) = (2, 5) , {b, d} = {5, 5}.
(2) (a, c) = (2, 6), {b, d} = {5, 5}.
6.
(1) (a, c) = (3, 3), {b, d} = {r, s}, where (r, s) = (3, u 39 ), u 39 ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6}, or = = (4, 4).
(2) (a, c) = (3, 4), {b, d} = {3, 4}.
(3) (a, c) = (3, s), {b, d} = {3, r}, where (s, r) = (s, 3), s ≥ 4, or = = (5, 4).
(4) (a, c) = (s, 3), {b, d} = {3, r}, where (s, r) = (u 40 , 3), u 40 ∈ {4, 5}.
(5) (a, c) = (r, s), {b, d} = {3, 3}, where (r, s) = (4, u 41 ), u 41 ∈ {4, 5}.
(1) {a, b} = {2, 2}, {c, d} = {r, s}, r ≥ 2, s ≥ r.
(3) (a, b) = (r, 2), {c, d} = {2, s}, where (r, s) = (3, s), s ≥ 3, or = = (4, s), s ≥ 4, or = = (5, u 1 ),
(4) (a, b) = (2, s), {c, d} = {2, r}, r ≥ 2, s ≥ r + 1.
(5) (a, b) = (s, 2), {c, d} = {2, r}, where (s, r) = (s, 2), s ≥ 3, or = = (u 2 , 3), u 2 ∈ {4, 5, . . . , 11}, or = = (u 3 , 4), u 3 ∈ {5, 6, 7}, or = = (6, 5).
(6) {a, b} = {r, s}, {c, d} = {2, 2}, r ≥ 3, s ≥ r.
(1) (a, b) = (2, 3), {c, d} = {r, s}, where (r, s) = (3, s), s ≥ 3, or = = (4, s), s ≥ 4, or = = (5, u 4 ), u 4 ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 19}, or = = (6, u 5 ), u 5 ∈ {6, 7, . . . , 11}, or = = (7, u 6 ), u 6 ∈ {7, 8, 9}.
(2) (a, b) = (3, 2), {c, d} = {r, s}, where (r, s) = (3, s), s ≥ 3, or = = (4, u 7 ), u 7 ∈ {4, 5, . . . , 11}, or = = (5, u 8 ), u 8 ∈ {5, 6, 7}.
(3) (a, b) = (2, r), {c, d} = {3, s}, where (r, s) = (4, s), s ≥ 4, or = = (5, u 9 ), u 9 ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 23}, or = = (6, u 10 ), u 10 ∈ {6, 7, . . . , 14}, or = = (7, u 11 ), u 11 ∈ {7, 8, . . . , 11}, or = = (8, u 12 ), u 12 ∈ {8, 9, 10}, or = = (9, 9) .
(4) (a, b) = (r, 2), {c, d} = {3, s}, where (r, s) = (4, u 13 ), u 13 ∈ {4, 5}. (6) (a, b) = (s, 2), {c, d} = {3, r}, where (s, r) = (u 16 , 3), u 16 ∈ {4, 5}.
(7) (a, b) = (3, r), {c, d} = {2, s}, where (r, s) = (3, s), s ≥ 3, or = = (4, u 17 ), u 17 ∈ {4, 5, . . . , 17}, or = = (5, u 18 ), u 18 ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 11}, or = = (6, u 19 ), u 19 ∈ {6, 7, 8, 9}, or = = (7, u 20 ), u 20 ∈ {7, 8}, or = = (8, 8).
(8) (a, b) = (r, 3), {c, d} = {2, s}, where (r, s) = (4, u 21 ), u 21 ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7}. (2) (a, b) = (2, r), {c, d} = {4, s}, where (r, s) = (5, u 28 ), u 28 ∈ {5, 6, 7}, or = = (6, 6).
(3) (a, b) = (2, s), {c, d} = {4, r}, where (s, r) = (s, 4), s ≥ 5, or = = (u 29 , 5) u 29 ∈ {6, 7, . . . , 10}.
(4) (a, b) = (4, r), {c, d} = {2, s}, where (r, s) = (4, u 30 ), u 30 ∈ {4, 5}, or = = (5, 5).
(5) (a, b) = (4, s), {c, d} = {2, r}, where (s, r) = (s, 4), s ≥ 5.
(6) (a, b) = (5, 4), {c, d} = {2, 4}.
5. (a, b) = (2, 5), {c, d} = {5, 5}.
(1) (a, b) = (3, 3), {c, d} = {r, s}, where (r, s) = (3, u 31 ), u 31 ∈ {3, 4, 5}.
(2) (a, b) = (3, 4), {c, d} = {3, 4}.
(3) (a, b) = (3, s), {c, d} = {3, r}, where (s, r) = (s, 3), s ≥ 4.
(4) (a, b) = (4, 3), {c, d} = {3, 3}.
(2) (a, b) = (2, r), {c, d} = {2, s}, r ≥ 3, s ≥ r. (4) (a, b, c, d) = (3, 2, s, r), where (s, r) = (u 11 , 3), u 11 ∈ {4, 5, . . . , 11}, or = = (u 12 , 4), u 12 ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8}, or = = (u 13 , 5), u 13 ∈ {6, 7}, or = = (7, 6). 
